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BOOK REVIEW
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATIONS ABSTRACTS. Vol. 1,
No. 1. (Pp. 48. 80s per copy, £15 per annum). Brentwood, Essex: Multi-
Science Publishing Co., 1966.
THIS is yet another regular abstracting service. In this case it confines itself to the field of
Medical Electronics, Bioengineering and Medical Data Processing.
In the first issue the main headings are: "Measurement and Recording" which includes
such subjects as Measurement of Fluid Flow, Electrocardiography and Electroencephalo-
graph, and Electron Microscopy; "Diagnostics and Prosthetics" including Telemetry, Pros-
thetics, Radiation Applications; "Communication" including Cybernetics, Sight, Hearing,
Acoustics; "Circuits" devices, etc.
As it seems likely that Medical Electronics will become in the 1970's as much of a hand-
maid to Medicine as Biochemistry is today, it is important for clinicians to be acquainted
with developments in this field. This latest abstractic service should be of valuable aid to
those wishing to be informed about this rapidly advancing subject and will increasingly be
consulted in the future. A.M.C.
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